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Abstract. During northward IMF intervals, cusp 
ion energy-latitude dispersions observed by POLAR's 
TIMAS instrument often have two components. One 
dispersion decreases in energy with decreasing latitude. 
The second appears to split from the first and increases 
in energy as the equatorward edge of the cusp is ap- 
proached. We present a simple model representing par- 
ticle entry resulting from reconnection p01eward of the 
cusp. We qualitatively show that split dispersions may 
arise on reconnected field lines which accelerate as they 
contract sunward into regions of lower magnetosheath 
flow velocity. The velocity filter effect produces the first 
dispersion by spreading particles entering near the re- 
connection site across a range of latitudes. The sec- 
ond, increasing energy dispersion, results from particles 
crossing the magnetopause at later times and lower lati- 
tudes. These particles are accelerated to higher energies 
due to the increased contraction speed of reconnected 
field lines at these latitudes. 
Introduction 
During periods of northward Interplanetary Magnetic 
Field (IMF), the combination of high latitude reconnec- 
tion, sunward convection, and the large thermal spread 
of magnetosheath ion velocities, can produce a velocity- 
dispersed cusp ion population [Rosenbauer, 1975], with 
ion energy decreasing with decreasing latitude. Some- 
times at the equatorward edge of the cusp a reversed 
dispersion is seen, with energies increasing with decreas- 
ing latitudes [Heikkita and Winningham, 1971]. These 
split dispersions have been interpreted as evidence of so- 
lar wind plasma entry by cross-field diffusion, or quasi- 
simultaneous reconnection at both high and low lati- 
tudes [Reiff et at., 1980]. Split dispersions at times of 
step-like changes in the IMF reported by Yamauchi et 
at. [1995] were interpreted as evidence for the wave- 
assisted cusp model of Yamauchi and Lundin [1994]. 
We present an observation from POLAR's TIMAS in- 
strument [Shetley et at., 1995] during a period of steady 
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northward IMF. This reveals that when a second equa- 
torward dispersion is observed, it splits from the main 
dispersion as its average energy increases. We describe 
a simple 2-D model of particle entry following reconnec- 
tion poleward of the cusp. Model results show that a 
reconnected field line which accelerates as it moves sun- 
ward into regions of lower magnetosheath flow velocity 
can produce the split dispersions observed. 
Observations 
On October 2 na 1997, from 19:40 to 21:00 UT, PO- 
LAR moved equatorward through the northern polar 
cusp at 6-7 RE altitude, slightly dawnward (10:50 to 
11:30 MLT) of the noon-midnight meridian. Solar wind 
data from WIND [Ogitvie et at., 1995; Lepping et at., 
1995], 5 RE upstream of the dayside magnetopause 
show that IMF conditions were stable and strongly 
northward before and during this interval, with BGSM 
= (-3,1,9) nT. The solar wind had density 3.5 cm -3, 
dynamic pressure I nPa and flow speed 420 kms -• ß 
POLAR TIMAS ion intensity spectrograms for H + 
and He ++ integrated over all pitch angles are shown in 
the top two panels of Figure 1. Data are 24 seconds av- 
eraged (4 spins). A partial data gap occurred at 20:47 
UT. The dominant ion population, seen from 19:40 to 
20:55 UT, is composed of both H + and He ++ . It is 
thus of solar wind/magnetosheath origin. Lower energy 
ionospheric H+ populations are observed both before 
and after this time. As POLAR travels to lower lati- 
tudes, the low energy cut-off of the main magnetosheath 
population drops, consistent with plasma injection fol- 
lowing reconnection poleward of the cusp and conse- 
quent sunward convection. From 20:23 to 20:42 UT, the 
magnetosheath population appears to split. The main 
distribution continues to lower energies, while a higher 
energy population forms. This new population increases 
slightly in energy and is observed until 20:55 UT, when 
a low flux, high energy magnetospheric H + population 
suggests that POLAR has moved on to closed field lines. 
In a survey of 15 noon sector POLAR cusp crossings 
during steady northward IMF, 6 events show a rela- 
tively clear secondary magnetosheath population evolv- 
ing at the equatorward edge of the cusp, with higher 
energies than the main population. 
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Figure 1. TIMAS H + and He ++ spectrogram for 2 na October 1997 and model results (bottom panel). 
The Model 
In this section, we develop a simple model simulat- 
ing particle entry following reconnection poleward of 
the cusp. Similar models by Lockwood [1995] and On- 
sager et al. [1993] examined low-latitude reconnection. 
Our model predicts cusp energy-latitude ion dispersion 
signatures by considering particle entry into the mag- 
netosphere coupled with convection and time-of-flight 
effects. Magnetosheath ions observed at a given cusp 
latitude cross the magnetopause over a range of down- 
tail distances. While slow ions originate from near the 
neutral line, faster ions cross the magnetopause later 
and closer to the spacecraft. For high latitude recon- 
nection, the magnetic tension of reconnected flux tubes 
may be opposed by a significant magnetosheath flow 
[Cowley and Owen, 1989], which usually increases with 
distance from the sub-solar point [Sprieter and Sta- 
hara, 1980]. Provided field lines can initially travel sun- 
ward, they may accelerate as they move into regions of 
reduced magnetosheath flow. Magnetosheath particles 
are also accelerated along reconnected cusp field lines as 
they cross the magnetopause. Higher field line contrac- 
tion speeds will result in higher bulk flow speeds of the 
entering population. This effect can provide the high 
energy portion of the observed population, without af- 
fecting the low energy cut-off, which depends only on 
time-of-flight from the neutral line. 
We consider a simplified, 2-D model, in which field 
lines threading out of the cusp and into the tail are 
represented as straight lines, as in Figure 2. Here the 
tail magnetopause is represented by the horizontal axis, 
while cusp latitude, or spacecraft trajectory, lies along 
the vertical axis. We locate the reconnection site at the 
position marked A. Consider a general spacecraft posi- 
tion at point C in the cusp. This is located on a field 
line, represented by the solid arrowed line, which instan- 
taneously maps back to the magnetopause at position 
B. This field line has already convected some way sun- 
ward from the reconnection site. Magnetosheath par- 
ticles observed at C must cross the magnetopause at
points located between A and B, and have trajectories 
represented by the dotted lines. The fastest particles 
have trajectories that map back to the magnetopause 
close to B (although to actually originate from B parti- 
cles would need infinite velocity). There will, however, 
be a low-energy cut-off, corresponding to the slowest 
particle which can enter at A and have time to reach 
0 before the field line is swept over this position. For 
a given profile of convection speed of reconnected field 
lines away from the neutral line at A, it is straight- 
forward to determine the magnetopause crossing loca- 
tion for particles of a given field-aligned speed V. The 
flux of these particles can be related to that of mag- 
netosheath particles of similar energy which cross the 
magnetopause at that point. 
The ion velocity distribution for sheath particles just 
inside the magnetopause can be determined from con- 
siderations of stress balance at the magnetopause [ Cow- 
ley, 1982]. Figure 3 shows a velocity space diagram 
representing the high-latitude magnetopause. The Vx 
direction is tangential to the magnetopause while V z is 
normal to this boundary. The unprimed frame (Vx, Vz) 
represents the Earth rest frame (ERF), and the primed 
frame (V•', V•') is the reconnected field line rest frame 
(FLRF). The FLRF is displaced by velocity V/from the 
ERF, representing the field line contraction speed in the 
ERF. The thick arrowed line which reverses in V• at the 
origin of the FLRF, represents a reconnected field line 
threading the magnetopause. This makes an angle 0 to 
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Figure 2. A two dimensional model layout. The thick 
black line represents a field line linking a point C in the 
cusp with point B on the magnetopause. Dotted lines 
are particle trajectories. 
the Vx direction on the magnetospheric side of the mag- 
netopause (lower half of diagram). The velocity space 
position of the centre of the magnetosheath population 
is labelled D. In the ERF, this moves with the bulk 
magnetosheath velocity V sn in the direction shown. In 
the FLRF, the electric field is transformed away [de 
Hoffman and Teller, 1950], such that this population 
approaches the magnetopause along the sheath field di- 
rection. Also, the particles do not change speed during 
their interaction with the current sheet in this frame, so 
they emerge moving along the new field direction at the 
same distance from the origin of the primed frame. This 
point is marked E. Stress balance conditions [Cowley 
and Owen, 1989] suggest he bulk inflow and outflow 
speeds of the sheath population in the FLRF are both 
given by the magnetosheath Alfv•n speed, Va. From 
geometry and using the small angle approximation cos 
9 -• 1, Vf ... Va - Vsn. In addition, the bulk speed of 
the particles entering the magnetosphere in the ERF is 
Vp-•Vf +Va-•2Va- 
Note from these equations that in regions of high 
sheath flow V•n, both the field line speed V f and the 
bulk speed of the entering particles Vp are low. Since 
the magnetosheath is stagnant near the subsolar point, 
and increases in speed with distance tailward, it is rea- 
sonable to assume the field line and entry population 
speeds are slowest at locations closest to the reconnec- 
tion site, and both increase as the reconnected flux tube 
convects sunward. Hence, higher speed cusp particles, 
which are sourced from a population crossing the mag- 
netopause further sunward, undergo a greater accelera- 
tion and may thus have higher flux than expected from 
a constant magnetosheath velocity model. 
Model Inputs 
We combine $preiter and $tahara [1980] gasdynamic 
parameters with solar wind conditions measured on Oc- 
tober 2 •a 1997 to calculate he initial density (5.3 cm -3) 
and temperature (4.1 x 106 K) of the magnetosheath ion 
population and to determine the initial (315 kms -•) and 
final (170 kms' •) V•n along our model magnetopause. 
We decrease V•n linearly between these values. We keep 
Va constant at 350 kms -•. We set the reconnection 
site at a field-aligned distance of 15 RE above POLAR 
and consider particle entry along a distance of 10 RE 
along the magnetopause. As the field lines travel this 
distance, we reduce the density of the plasma crossing 
the magnetopause, assuming that the solar wind por- 
tion of the reconnected field line is swept towards dawn 
or dusk and dragged antisunward. Our model consid- 
ers only field-aligned ions, neglecting mirrored or iono- 
spheric populations. More sophisticated models would, 
however, include the effect of density and magnetic field 
variation on Va, and examine in more detail the way 
that V sn varies along the magnetopause. For exam- 
ple, the magnetosheath flow will differ from simple gas- 
dynamics due to magnetic field effects. 
Model Results 
The bottom panel of Figure I shows the model output 
based on the inputs above, with latitude along the x- 
axis. A clear dispersion with energy decreasing with de- 
creasing latitude is seen from 84.5 ø to 82 ø latitude, and 
from -• 83 ø latitude a second, higher energy, dispersion 
can be seen with energy increasing with decreasing lat- 
itude. Densities are over an order of magnitude higher 
in our model than in the TIMAS spectrogram. This 
may indicate that the $preiter and $tahara model pre- 
dicts too large initial sheath densities. The gas-dynamic 
model neglects plasma depletion layer effects which may 
result in a density reduction as field lines drape over the 
magnetopause prior to reconnection [Zwan and Wolf, 
1976]. We have assumed a magnetopause transmission 
coefficient of unity which may also result in an overes- 
timate of cusp flux levels, although we are unaware of 
any empirical determination of typical magnetopause 
transmission coefficients. 
The modelled lower latitude dispersion does not quan- 
titatively match the POLAR data. This may be due to 
several reasons. Firstly, we assumed a constant field 
line convection velocity in the cusp. Real variations in 
convection velocity would, however, stretch or compress 
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Figure 3. A velocity space plot in the Earth's rest 
frame (Vx, V•) and the de-Hoffman Teller frame (V•', 
V•') showing field-aligned bulk flow at a rotational dis- 
continuity at the magnetopause. The thick arrowed line 
with a kink at O', represents a reconnected field line 
threading through the magnetopause (V• axis). Points 
D and E mark the velocity space position of the cen- 
tre of the magnetosheath population before, and after 
crossing the magnetopause, respectively. 
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parts of the dispersion signatures in latitude. This may 
result in a more quantitative fit in latitudes between 
modelled and observed dispersion signatures. Secondly, 
a more sudden reversed energy dispersion at the equa- 
torward edge of the cusp would also be created by, e.g., 
an exponential rather than linear increase in V sn along 
the magnetopause. Gas-dynamic models do not, how- 
ever, suggest such a sharp change in magnetosheath ve- 
locities over this distance. Thirdly, the density reduc- 
tion in our model would actually increase Va along the 
magnetopause, increasing particle acceleration and em- 
phasising the reversed dispersion feature. The Alfv•n 
speed may also increase as reconnected field lines trav- 
elling sunwards encounter greater magnetic compres- 
sion at the magnetopause [Crooker et al., 1982]. More 
sophisticated models need to assess these effects. De- 
spite these quantitative discrepancies, we have shown 
theoretically that split dispersions can be created from 
a single, high latitude reconnection site if sheath flow 
speed and/or Alfv•n speed variation is taken into ac- 
count. Reasonable variation of input parameters does 
not change the general model results. 
Summary and Conclusions 
Split cusp ion energy dispersions during periods of 
northward IMF have been previously interpreted as ev- 
idence of solar wind entry into the magnetosheath by 
cross-field diffusion. We present a similar dispersion 
observed by POLAR, showing that the second, higher 
energy dispersion appears to split from the first. 
By modelling particle entry across the open magne- 
topause sunward of a high latitude reconnection site, we 
have shown that a reconnected field line which acceler- 
ates as it moves sunward into regions of lower magne- 
tosheath flow velocity can produce the split dispersions 
observed. The main energy-latitude dispersion is a re- 
sult of sunward convection spreading the distribution of 
magnetosheath ions originating near the reconnection 
site over a range of cusp latitudes, with higher energy 
particles at higher latitudes. The reversed dispersion 
at lower latitudes is made up of magnetosheath ions 
which have crossed the magnetopause further sunward 
than ions in the main dispersion. These ions are accel- 
erated to higher velocities at the magnetopause due to 
the increased field line contraction speed at the magne- 
topause. We note that a magnetosheath Alfv•n speed 
which increases in the sunward direction due to density 
reduction and/or increasing magnetic field may also ex- 
plain the increasing energy of this secondary dispersion. 
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